Social instability is an effective chronic stress paradigm for both male and female mice.
Despite stress-associated disorders having a higher incidence rate in females, preclinical research mainly focuses on males. Chronic stress paradigms, such as chronic social defeat and chronic corticosterone (CORT) administration, were mainly designed and validated in males and subsequent attempts to use these paradigms in females has demonstrated sex differences in the behavioral and HPA axis response to stress. Here, we assessed the behavioral response to chronic CORT exposure and developed a social stress paradigm, social instability stress (SIS), which exposes adult mice to unstable social hierarchies every 3 days for 7 weeks. Sex differences in response to chronic CORT emerged, with negative valence behaviors induced in CORT treated males, not females. SIS effectively induces negative valence behaviors in the open field, light dark, and novelty suppressed feeding tests, increases immobility in the forced swim test, and activates the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis in both males and females. Importantly, while there were effects of estrous cycle on behavior, this variability did not impact the overall effects of SIS on behavior, suggesting estrous does not need to be tracked while utilizing SIS. Furthermore, the effects of SIS on negative valence behaviors were also reversed following chronic antidepressant treatment with fluoxetine (FLX) in both males and females. SIS also reduced adult hippocampal neurogenesis in female mice, while chronic FLX treatment increased adult hippocampal neurogenesis in both males and females. Overall, these data demonstrate that the SIS paradigm is an ethologically valid approach that effectively induces chronic stress in both adult male and adult female mice.